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Abstract: The development of autonomous driving and
intelligent transportation demands, fast, reliable and efficient data
transmission for various applications in vehicular ad hoc network
(VANET). This poses great challenges to the design of a media
access control (MAC) protocol that can adapt to the frequent
topological shifts. IEEE 1609.4 defines the multi-channel MAC
layer implementation in VANET. The multi-channel operation
works on a fixed synchronization interval that alternates between a
control channel and service channels. The fixed interval leads to
poor utilization of limited spectrum resources. In this paper, a
multi-channel reliable MAC protocol (MCRMAC), that uses both
the control channel and service channel irrespective of the interval
to ensure proper and efficient throughput utilization in VANET is
proposed. The simulations reveal the performance of the proposed
scheme and it outperforms IEEE 1609.4 in terms of throughput.
Keywords: Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), VANET, On
Board Unit (OBU), Synchronization Interval.

1. Introduction
The aim of Vehicular communication is to improve road
safety and provide comfort applications for travelers on road.
The safety applications need to reach the receivers with a
short delay whereas the non-safety applications are delay
tolerant. Many research has been done on the routing [1] and
application layer to securely route the packets in the network
[2]. However, the routing protocols can be effectively only if
proper resource allocation is done in the network. Vehicles
have high degree of mobility and thus vehicular ad hoc
network (VANET) has frequent topology shifts. This work
focus on the MAC layer of the system.
Vehicular communication is allotted a frequency band of 5.9
GHz with seven channels [3]. One control channel and six
service channels.
IEEE 802.11p along with IEEE 1609.4 defines multi-channel
media access control protocol for vehicular ad hoc networks.
In IEEE 1609.4 each node follows a synchronization interval
where each node will tune to the control channel for 50ms
and switches to the service channel in the next 50ms.
During the control channel interval, nodes transmit
emergency message and WAVE service announcement
(WSA) packets [4]. The WSA packets will be transmitted in
the control channel during the control channel interval. The
node that provides the service is called provider. For WSA
transmission, the providers will have to enroll for getting a
provider ID (PSID). The WSA frame has details of provider
ID, the type of service and the channel details. During the
control channel interval, the provider will announce the
service and the channel details. The nodes that prefers the
service, will respond back on the control channel. The
provider and the receiver negotiates over the channel and
tunes to the channel during the service channel interval.
When the number of nodes increase in the system, the

emergency message as well as the request for WSA packet
will be increased and as a result the control channel interval
cannot provide enough access to the nodes to support their
requirements. The WSA packets if not processed fairly, the
service channel becomes under-utilized. Also, the emergency
message generated during the service channel should wait for
the next control channel interval to transmit it over the
control channel. This delays the safety message
dissemination. Therefore, the studies have been conducted to
dynamically adjust the duration of control channel interval
and service channel interval so as to improve the throughput
of the system. The key contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
• In this work, an improved coordinated multi-channel MAC
that can improve throughput in VANET is proposed.
• A scheme to identify whether the broadcast message has
been successfully received is suggested. This is done by
slightly modifying the beacon frame by including a live
event table.
• The MAC protocol is also extended with an adaptive
contention window that depends on closeness centrality
and access category of the vehicle in that range.
• The performance of adaptive contention window for
different velocity classes of vehicles is analyzed here.
• The performance of multi-channel scheme, IEEE 1609.4 is
compared with the proposed protocol. The results depicts
that the proposed protocol shows better performance than
IEEE 1609.4 in terms of throughput and average delay in
data dissemination.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives an overview of the existing schemes. Section III
describes the operation of MCR-MAC. Section IV presents
the performance evaluation. Section V gives the concluding
remarks.

2. Literature Survey
The applications of VANET falls under two categories- (1)
safety message dissemination and (2) comfort applications
for travelers. VANET with WAVE protocol supports multichannel operation with one control channel and six service
channels. The nodes switch between control channel and
service channels based on a synchronization interval. The
control channel is responsible for safety message broadcast
and effective channel allocation for non-safety
communication. The effectiveness of the entire system
depends on how the control channel is accessed by the nodes
within the control channel interval. In the past few years,
extensive research has been made in the field of media
access control protocols in VANET.
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Media access control (MAC) in VANET with multi-channel
operation is divided into three main categories: (1) Fixed
channel coordination scheme (2) Variable channel
coordination scheme and (3) Asynchronous multi-channel
MAC schemes [14, 15]. Fig.2 shows the fixed channel
coordination scheme followed in IEEE 1609.4. In this paper,
the focus is on variable channel coordination scheme. The
researches under variable channel coordination scheme can
be further divided into two based on the application.
(1) Variable control channel interval schemes
(2) Extended service channel interval schemes.
In this section we give an overview of existing MAC
protocols under both variable control channel interval
scheme and extended service channel interval schemes.
2.1 MAC protocols with variable control channel
Interval
Variable control channel interval (VCI) multi-channel MAC
discussed in [5,6] propose a scheme to dynamically adjust
the duration of control channel interval to improve service
saturation throughput. An alternate CCHI/SCHI multichannel coordination scheme with dynamic-tuning on the
duration of control channel interval (VCI) is discussed in [7].
Another scheme in [8-10,13], dedicated multi-channel MAC
(DMMAC), propose a collision-free and delay-bounded
transmission for safety messages using a hybrid channel
access scheme. In the above schemes, the service channel
resources are wasted during the control channel interval.
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control channel interval is broadcast by the RSU during the
start of service channel interval. Thereby it alerts the nodes
that miss the broadcast, during any of the interval, to update
on the events that happened during the interval. The
simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme can
improve the throughput in both sparse and dense scenario.

3. Proposed MCR-MAC
In this section, the motivation and the main contributions of
the work is presented. Then the proposed protocol, MCRMAC and its operation is elaborated.
3.1 Motivation and Contributions
IEEE 1609.4 protocol suite in WAVE supports multi-channel
operation in VANET. Four types of channel access
techniques are discussed in WAVE [4][5]. They are the
continuous CCHI, alternate CCHI/SCHI, Immediate and
Extended access. The various channel switching schemes are
shown in figure 1.

2.2 MAC protocols with extended service channel
Interval
VEMMAC discussed in [11], retransmit safety packet to
increase broadcast reliability during the service channel
interval. The scheme also uses the extended transmission
mode of IEEE 1609.4 to improve SCH resource utilization.
However, at the beginning of both the intervals there is high
collision and the nodes might lose the emergency packets
(EMG) on the CCH due to extended transmission mode. In
[12], VER-MAC is studied, the protocol employs EMG
(emergency) packet retransmission and utilizes the CCH
during the SCHI for the EMG transmission to improve the
EMG broadcast reliability. Also, it utilizes SCH resources
using CCHI to enhance service throughput [12]. In order to
avoid the frequent switching between CCH and SCH, an
improved channel access scheme is presented in [16,17]. It
allows a station to remain on the service channel for the
calculated data transfer period before returning to the control
channel. This is done in order to improve the service channel
utilization by cutting CCH to avoid the frequent channel
switching between SCH and CCH.
In this paper, a multi-channel reliable MAC protocol (MCRMAC) is proposed. The scheme is an RSU centered
coordination scheme with continuous control channel access
specified in WAVE, IEEE 1609.4 suite. The nodes that have
no service packets will be listening to the control channel
during service channel interval. The scheme allows these
nodes to transmit their safety message and WSA packets
over the control channel during service channel interval. The
report of all the transmission during the SCHI is broadcast by
RSU at the starting of the control channel interval. Similarly,
the service channels are utilized by the nodes during the
control channel interval. The report of all transmissions in

Figure 1. 1609.4 Channel switching schemes [4]
When there are only a few nodes in the network, the number
of control packets is less and the CCHI is wasted. At the
same time, some applications like video download and map
update may require more bandwidth, cannot obtain sufficient
resources due to the excessive contention. This made the
researchers thinks of developing protocols which has the
ability to dynamically adjust CCH/SCH intervals. This
extended the scheme to the immediate access and extended
access. The immediate access allows the node to enter in
SCH, prior to the end of CCH interval. The extended channel
switching scheme helps the node to remain in the service
channel till the end of transmission without tuning back to
the CCH. Once the node completes the transmission in the
SCH, it gets back to CCH. However, the node may miss
certain control messages while at the service channel.
Section II gives an overview on the existing literatures
available on dynamic scheduling of CCH and SCH intervals.
The standard IEEE 1609.4 that includes multi-channel
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coordination scheme for VANET works with an alternate
CCH/SCH interval scheme. The fixed synchronization
interval of IEEE 1609.4 is shown in Fig.4. The high degree
of mobility of vehicles with frequent topology shifts is not
considered in the existing MAC schemes of VANET for
varying density. The proposed scheme follows RSU- based
flexible synchronization interval that follows continuous
access scheme specified in the IEEE 1609.4 protocol. The
synchronization interval operation of MCR-MAC is shown
in Fig.4.
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sender and receiver. Then both the nodes switches to the slot
for communication and the channel usage list is updated.
The data-structures used for beacon frame and emergency
message frame from the node is as given in Fig.3 (a) and (b):

Figure 3(a). Beacon frame of a node

Figure 3(b). Emergency message format
No
de

Table 1(a). Report table maintained by RSU
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Figure 2. Synchronization interval of IEEE 1609.4 [2]
3.2 RSU-based MCR-MAC Protocol
MCR-MAC utilizes CCH during SCHI for broadcasting the
emergency and WSA packet. The data-structure of beacon,
emergency packet is shown in fig.3 a and b respectively. The
details of all the broadcast messages will be recorded by the
RSU in the RSU report table. Each node, maintains a channel
usage list regarding the usage of channels among the nodes
in its connectivity. The structure of the report table and
channel usage list is shown in table. 1a and 1b respectively.
During the next control channel interval, the report table of
RSU is broadcast. Similarly the report of all the messages in
the control channel interval is recorded and broadcast by the
RSU in the next service channel interval. The safety and
WAVE service announcements (WSA) messages are
transmitted on the control channel. WSA messages are
transmitted by the service providers who offer certain
comfort applications to the travelers on road. MCR-MAC,
uses the same WSA format as that of IEEE 1609.4. The
nodes that are willing to offer a service should first register
to get a provider ID. IEEE 1609.4 standard does not say
anything about how the channels are allocated to service
providers. This protocol works with an assumption that each
service channel is divided into slot. When a node sees a
WSA packet on CCH, it checks whether the provider ID
matches the service requirement of the node. If it matches,
the node will check its channel usage list and see whether
any of the nodes in its connectivity is using the channel. If no
other node is accessing the channel, the node sends an
acknowledgement to the provider with channel of both

Table 1(b). Channel usage list maintained by the node.
1

2

2

1,3

Algorithm 1 gives the operation of MCR-MAC
Input: Time, Vehicle speed, position, ID
Step1: If Tsynch=(Tcch|| Tsch)
Step 2:
Report_RSU()
Step 3:
Broadcast_Request()
Step 4: End
Broadcast_Request()
Step 1: If T==idle(AIFS)
Step 2:
Start_backoff(0,CW)
Step 3:
If sense_channel()==0
Step 4:
Backoff=Backoff-1
Step 5:
If Backoff==0
Step 6:
Transmit()
Step 7:
Else
Step 8:
goto Step 1
The operation of MCR-MAC is detailed here as shown in
Algorithm 1.
• The synchronization interval is divided into two parts, the
control channel interval and the service channel interval. The
control channel is further divided into three, the RSU
reporting phase, the beacon phase and the contention phase.
• During the RSU reporting phase, the RSU transmits a
report of the entire communication that happened on the
previous service channel interval. Table 1.a shows the details
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of report table maintained by RSU. This is done for updating
all nodes on CCH about the events that happened during the
SCHI. On hearing this, the nodes update their tables with the
obtained details.
• In the beacon phase, the nodes update their position, speed
and channel details and live event list.
• Contention mechanism is used in the third phase. Each
node follows the csma/ca scheme mentioned in EDCA for
channel access. Table 1.b gives the details of channel usage
list maintained by the nodes. Upon receiving a WSA
message, the receiver checks the channel usage list to know
if the channel mentioned is in use by any of the members in
its range. If it is not used by its neighbors, the receiver sends
an ACK on the control channel. When other nodes hear this
ACK signal, they update their channel usage list.
• At the service channel interval, it follows a continuous
access scheme as referred in WAVE –IEEE 1609.4 protocol
suite. The nodes that are not involved in any service data
traffic are available in the control channel. Those nodes
listen to the control channel during the service channel
interval. The RSU broadcast the report of all transmissions
during the service channel interval.
• At SCHI, the nodes that are on control channel will
continue to transmit emergency message and service
announcement. The activities of the nodes during this
interval is broadcast during the starting of the control
channel interval.
Two scenarios are considered here. In the first case, the
scheme is done without considering the mobility and density
of vehicles. It takes a non-overlapping contention window
and found that the performance decreases as the number of
nodes increase. Therefore in the second scheme, an adaptive
non-overlapping contention window considering velocity of
the node at the instant, closeness centrality and the effect of
the access category at that instant is considered. The scheme
is found to have more performance when compared to the
first scheme. Algorithm 2 describes the adaptive contention
window used for VANETs.
Algorithm 2 Adaptive Contention Window scheme
Input: Time, Vehicle speed, position, ID, Range
Step1: for every node in the range of RSU
Step 2:
Calculate TTL(i,t)
Step 3:
if TTL(i,t)<10
Step 4:
Calculate Priority()
Step 5:
if Priority<N/2
Step 6:
Select CW from [0,7]
Step 7:
Backoff=Backoff-1
Step 8:
If Backoff==0
Step 9:
Transmit()
Step 10:
else
Step 11:
goto Step 1
Step 12:
if Priority>N/2
Step 13:
Select CW from [8,15]
Step 14:
Backoff=Backoff-1
Step 15:
If Backoff==0
Step 16:
Transmit()
Step 17:
else
Step 18:
goto Step 1
Step 19:
End
Step 20: End
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Step 21: End
//Priority()
Input: Time, Vehicle speed, position, ID, Range
Step 1: closeness(i,t)= Degree in (Range/2)
Step 2: Effectof AC=AC(i,t)/2
Step 3: Priority=closeness(i,t)*Effect of AC
Step 4: End
Each node calculates the time to live value. If the time to
live value is less than 10ms, priority value is calculated. This
value indicates its importance of its transmission among
other nodes. The nodes that has high priority value has more
chance for transmission whereas the nodes that has less
importance will have low priority. The scheme tries to
provide a differentiated channel access reducing the number
of packet drops. The broadcast systems do not have an
acknowledgement scheme to identify the collisions.
Therefore a scheme to identify whether packets have been
dropped is necessary to evaluate the performance of the
broadcast system. In this scheme, each broadcast message
has an IDtable in its data structure. This includes the ID’s of
all live events in that range. If a node has transmitted an
event earlier and if it is a live event, it will get its ID
recorded in the table of its neighbors. Therefore, when it
receives a beacon from any of the neighbors, it can check the
ID table and if it do not see its own ID, It will re-initiate the
transmission. If the transmission is successful, the node that
has transmitted the ID can get the ID back from the
transmission of its neighbors. For every unsuccessful
transmission, the node calculates the priority and follows the
same procedure.

4. Simulation and Results
This paper discusses the concept of scheduling
synchronization interval, along with an adaptive contention
window based MAC such that the system throughput is
maximized. To validate the proposed protocol, an eventdriven simulation in MATLAB is done. The parameter
values used are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Simulation Parameters
Parameters
Values
RSU Range
500 m
Node Range
200m
CW min
0
CW max
15
Car speed
1-100m/s
Road Length
1Km
No. of Lanes
1
Safety Packet Size
200 bytes
WSA packet Size
160 bits
Non-safety Payload 2000 bytes
Max size
Slot size
50µs
SIFS
28µs
DIFS
128µs
The simulation is done by evaluating the throughput and the
average delay in data dissemination. The probability of
success in the usual contention window scheme is studied
and is compared with the probability of success in adaptive
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contention window based scheme. The response of channel
access based on the velocity of vehicles is also studied to
demonstrate the fairness in channel access with the scheme.
4.1 Estimated number of collisions for non-safety
packets
Consider the probability of a non-safety successful
transmission as Ps. Let the probability of collision be Pc.
A node will successfully access the channel only when no
other nodes is accessing the channel. Each node will sense
the channel for a short inter frame space before attempting a
transmission. The inter frame space depends on the priority
of the access category. After sensing the channel free for the
inter frame space, the nodes select a random back off value
from the interval [0, Contention Window]. A contention
window is an interval from which a node will select
randomly a back off value to wait before attempting
transmission. Therefore, a node will have to sense the
medium for a certain amount of time before attempting
transmission. Let this waiting time be tw. It is given by the
equation 5.
t w = IFS + random([0, CW ])

(1)

Where CW is the contention Window, CW is considered ‘m’
here.
Only two types of packets are considered here, the safety
packet and the non-safety packet. Safety packet has an IFS
with 2 and non-safety has an IFS with 9. The total waiting
time in slots is given by equation 5. Therefore the waiting
time falls in the range [2, 9+m]. Let the upper bound of
waiting time be ‘W’ where

M −C

Ps = N


x =1
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W

(W − x) N −1

 (W − i)

N −1

x = ( M − C ) +1

+N
WN
WN
(8)
Where W is the maximum window size of the entire system.
M represent the maximum value of first window and C
represents the minimum value of the second window.
Figure 5 a shows the probability of success with nonoverlapping window scenario (both simulation and
analytically), that the protocol will encounter with respect to
the varying number of nodes. As the number of nodes
increases, the competition for channel access increases and
there are chances for more number of vehicles to choose the
same waiting time which leads to collision. Fig. 5 b shows
the probability of success with overlapping window (both
simulation and analytically), that the protocol will encounter
with respect to varying number of nodes. The overlapping
scheme shows a slightly better performance than the nonoverlapping scenario. Fig. 5 c and d, shows the performance
comparison between IEEE 1609.4 and the proposed MCRMAC with respect to the average delay and the throughput of
service packets based on varying number of nodes. The
throughput of the proposed scheme is higher than IEEE
1609.4. This is because of utilizing the CCH during SCHI
and SCH during CCHI. In MCR-MAC, while considering
the saturation scenario, whenever a packet encounters a
collision, it is dropped and the procedure is initiated again.

W =9+m

(2)
Considering the scheme analytically, let the probability of no
nodes to have same waiting time be ‘q’ and the probability of
collision be ‘p’. The probability of collision of nodes can be
represented by Binomial distribution.
Total possible outcomes = (W − 1)

N

(3)

Probability of success to is given by the eqn. (4)
W −1

(W − x)

Ps = N x =1

N −1

WN

(4)
The expected number of successful transmission is given by
E[ ps ] = N * Ps

(5)

Probability of collision is given by eqn. 6. Where
 W −1


(W − x) N −1 


Pc = 1 −  N x =1

N
W









(6)
The throughput, S is defined as the number of bits
transferred successfully in unit time.
S=

E[ ps ]E[ Payload]
Ta

(7)
Where Ta denotes the total time used for delivering that
amount of data and E[Payload] is the average packet size.
The contention window with overlapping interval is also
studied in this work. The probability of success is given by
the eqn. (8).

Figure 4. Synchronization interval of MCR-MAC
Whereas in IEEE 1609.4, the system waits for an exponential
back off period and retry for transmission. Therefore, the
average delay in IEEE 1609.4 is higher when compared to
MCR-MAC. The throughput of the system goes down as the
number of nodes increases. This is due to the high collision
probability due to the increasing number of vehicles.
However, the throughput of MCR-MAC is higher than IEEE
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Probability of success with respect to number of nodes
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Figure 5c. Average delay with respect to varying
nodes.
Average Throughput vs. Number of nodes
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Figure 5b. Probability of success for overlapping window
with respect to the nodes

Average delay

1609.4 as it utilizes SCH resources for data transmission
during CCHI. Fig. 5e shows the average throughput of safety
and non-safety packets with respect to the varying number of
nodes. The scenario is evaluated with equal number of safety
and non-safety packets in the network. The results show that
safety packets have a better performance than the non-safety
packets. However, after 40 nodes, the performance of safety
and non-safety packets are decreasing.
Fig. 5f. shows the probability of success of adaptive
contention window with overlapping and non-overlapping
scenarios. The system performance is better when compared
to the fixed contention window scheme. In fixed contention
window scheme, the probability of success tends to zero as
the number of nodes is 40. However, adaptive contention
window gives better performance when compared to fixed
contention window scheme. This is because, the nodes can
adjust the contention window according to the density and
access category in a vehicle.
Initially at the start of both control channel interval and
service channel interval, there is a guard band that is used for
switching between the intervals. In the control channel
interval, the RSU initially broadcast the report of the
previous interval. In the initial case, the data in the table is
the details of RSU.
Next phase is the beacon phase, the nodes in range get
registered with the RSU during this phase. EMG packet is
the emergency packet and DP is the data packet. The nodes
has emergency packets and data packets to be broadcasted on
the control channel. The data packets are the WAVE service
packets. In Fig.4 the initial DP is negotiated to be transmitted
between the node S1 to S2 over channel 1 and the second
packet is scheduled on channel 2 between S3 and S4. During
the service channel interval, all nodes other than S1,S2,S3
and S4 are available on the control channel and they
broadcast EMG packet as well as DP on the control channel.
The channel 2 is allocated to S5 and S6 in the next interval.
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Figure 5d. Average Throughput with respect to Nodes
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Throughput of safety packets and non-safety packets vs. Number of nodes
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Figure 5e. Throughput of safety and non-safety packets with
respect to the number of nodes.
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N ( s / m / f _ request_ processed)
N ( s / m / f _ request)

F (i) =

(9)
Here, N(s/m/f_request_processed) is the number of
slow/medium/fast request processed in the system out of the
total number of slow/medium/fast request generated out of
the total number of vehicles considered.
In fig.5 g (i) shows the fairness of slow moving vehicle, in
fig. 5.g. (ii), the fairness for fast moving vehicles are
analyzed and fig.5.g (iii) shows the fairness of medium pace
vehicles all with overlapping window scheme. The
performance is good for lower number of requests. However,
as the number of nodes increases, the performance degrades.
This is due to the increasing number of same type of packets
in different vehicles with similar velocity. An adaptive
contention window scheme is studied to improve the
fairness. The results of the adaptive window scheme with
non-overlapping window is studied in Fig.5h.
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Figure 5g (i). Fairness of slow speed category
Fairness for high speed category (overlapping window)vs. Number of nodes
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Figure 5g (ii). Fairness of high speed category
Fairness of medium speed categories (overlapping window) vs. Number of nodes
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The resource allocation in VANET is challenging due to the
dynamic topology of vehicles. Both safety and non-safety
applications must be allocated channels irrespective of the
vehicle velocity. In MCR-MAC, the sojourn (residence time)
time of the vehicle is calculated first. This value depends on
the location and velocity of the vehicle at that instant. In the
simulation, the road length is 1 Km and the maximum speed
of the vehicle is taken as 100m/s. Therefore, the vehicle with
maximum speed can cover the zone in a residence time of
10s. MCR-MAC, considers the vehicles that has a residence
value less than 10 seconds. The protocol also considers the
effect of the packet inside the vehicle in the zone at that
instant. In MCR-MAC, the mobility and the packet type of
the vehicle is considered. However, the packet inside the
vehicle is considered more than the residence time of the
vehicle. This ensures that the system has better fairness than
IEEE1609.4 protocol, in delivering packets for fast, average
and slow speed vehicles. Fig.5g shows the fairness in
channel access with respect to the velocities of vehicles for
varying nodes for overlapping window. In simulation, 40%
of the total number of nodes considered is working on slow
and fast pace and 20% working with medium pace. The
fairness in MCR-MAC is calculated as shown in eqn. (9).

fast(IEEE 1609.4)
fast(MCR-MAC)

0.7
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Figure 5f. Probability of success for adaptive contention
window for overlapping and non-overlapping scenario along
with probability of success for non-adaptive CW with respect
to varying nodes having 50% safety and 50% non-safety
packets.
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Figure 5g (iii). Fairness of medium speed category
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Fairness value

Fig. 5.g (i)(ii)(iii) Fairness in channel access for vehicle
velocity categories (with overlapping window) vs. varying
number of nodes compared with IEEE 1609.4 scheme.
Fairness of slow speed category (non-overlapping window)vs. Number of nodes
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0.8
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The graphs 5.h (i)-(iii), shows that adaptive window scheme
with non-overlapping window shows a better performance
for vehicles with medium velocity. The adaptive nonoverlapping window has a higher performance in all the
velocities than the non-adaptive overlapping window
scheme.

0.7

5. Conclusions

0.6

This paper proposes MCR-MAC that allows nodes to
continuously utilize control channel. The scheme permits the
nodes to broadcast emergency packets and WSA packets
during SCHI and exchange service packets during CCHI.
The simulation results show that the proposed scheme
outperforms the IEEE 1609.4 protocol suite in terms of
throughput and average delay in data dissemination. An
adaptive contention window scheme considering velocity,
location and access category in a vehicle at an instant is
discussed in MCR-MAC to improve the system performance.
Overlapping and non-overlapping window scenarios are
studied and the results show that an adaptive contention
window scheme with non-overlapping window works well
for less number of nodes and the adaptive window with
overlapping scheme can have better performance than nonoverlapping scheme for larger number of nodes.
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